
Under the "In progress/Upcoming" tab, learning activities can be in-progress, booked,

suggested, or on a wait list. Suggested activities can be added by selecting the title, selecting

"View learning activity" then selecting "Add to plan" then "Book".

The tab, "Completed", lists all completed learning activities.

Within the "Pending approval" tab, it contains learning activities requested that require

approval by the instructor or other governing body in either "Pending approval" or "Declined"

status.

The final tab, "Shared with me", provides a list of learning activities recommended to you by

colleagues and peers.

To add new information or edit existing, select the "Edit" button on the right side and add

the relevant information. 

After editing the information, select "Submit" on the upper right of the text box.

1. Locate the navigation bar at the top of the screen and select "About me" then select

"Development plan" as shown in Figure 1.

2. This screen provides information on learning activities that you have in progress or upcoming,

completed, pending approval, and shared with you as shown in Figure 2. Select the relevant tab.

3. At the bottom of your development plan, there are two editable sections on your career goals.

To add more learning activities to your development plan, select "Explore Library" to use the

Learning Library or "Explore Events" to add by the Learning Calendar.

1. Once in the Learning Library or Learning Calendar, select the learning activity by the title to

add to your development plan.

2. Add to your development plan by selecting "Add to plan" at the bottom of the learning

activity and selecting from the drop-down "Book" (which adds to your plan without a specific

time), "Mark as in progress" or "Mark as done" if you've already begun or finished the learning

activity.
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Share a learning activity

with a colleague or peer by

selecting the "Share"

button, as shown in Figure 3,

on a learning activity then,

as shown in Figure 4, typing

in the name of the person in

the search field to share the

learning activity with and

selecting "Share".
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